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hallco live floor® 8000 drive Unit

The “W” FloorTM is designed to match our 8000 Series drive, known as 
the “BRUTE”, a front-mount hydraulic module. The BRUTE™ is well suited 
to drive the “W” Floor deck and easily handles loads varying from simple 
commodities to severe loads such as demolition debris and municipal waste.

The BRUTE’S front-mount design allows it to be matched to leak proof deck systems. Trailers can 
accommodate the BRUTE with few modifications to the front king pin area.

With a proven success record in the waste industry, the BRUTE is noted for being reliable, tough, and 
long lasting. It is also customer friendly with its simple, straight forward design. 

front moUnt advantages:
  Keeps hydraulic module up and away from road salts and grime
  Shifts the weight of the floor driving mechanisms to the tractor allowing more payload
  No parts or hoses under the trailer
  Lower installation time
  Easy front access for repair, quick removal or replacement

Hallco’s newest product, the “W” FloorTM, has been designed specifically for the refuse industry’s 
requirements for a leak proof floor. By making the subdeck an integrated part of the floor system and 
placing the heavy-duty aluminum slats on top of it, Hallco has created a leak proof floor that spans 
the length and width of the trailer. The “W” Floor makes it possible to fully contain liquids, a common 
feature of refuse hauling. With decades of experience and engineering expertise, you can trust that 
the new “W” Floor is built to last. Designed with full length bearings to ensure smooth, consistent 
operation and a full 1/2” thick aluminum slat to handle the toughest loads.  

Haul a larger load with the “W” Floor than you could in a trailer equipped with a bulky pushout 
or tipper. The compact yet powerful drive unit is front-mounted and connects to the floor slats under 
a hinged slope sheet for easy access.  If the floor ever needs repairs, it is fully field-servicable with 
common parts – the individual slats can be removed with four bolts.


